An intermediate step between simple models of protocells having no membrane structure and the current, complex membrane organization of modern cells considers simple forms of membrane change that interact with the protocell dynamics in predictable ways. Here we analyse a kinetic model of a simple protocell system: a bioreactor vesicle involving mechanosensitive channels. This is a closed lipid bilayer which hosts a minimal metabolism X + E → W + E inside its internal (variable volume) water pool, and with channels anchored in the membrane. The reactor can swell, opening the channels, which in turn allow enhanced passive diffusion of solutes X and W into and out of the reactor. We calculate under what external conditions and parameter regimes the reactor is able to maintain a far from equilibrium steady state, and what behaviours are possible in this reduced complexity scenario. This study is just a preliminary step in modelling the bigger question of how osmotic force sensing devices in early membranes could couple with early metabolisms, enhancing the stability of protocells in changing environments.
Introduction
The study of protocellular structures, both from theoretical and experimental approximations, offers a unique opportunity to approach some of the key questions associated to the emergence of life in our biosphere (Deamer, 2011) . Moreover, it also provides useful insight into different ways of approaching the problem of building synthetic compartments capable of reacting to external signals while carrying internal molecular structures (Solé et al., 2007) . The potential repertoire of protocellular constructs is highly constrained by the type of membrane complexity that can be used. Membranes are the interface between the internal reactions and the external, usually fluctuating world. Part of the relevant phenomena that would take place depends on the ways membranes respond to environmental signals. Early models of protocells consider some sort of passive or active diffusion process with no or little complexity. However, it would be desirable to include within the protocell framework minimal models of membrane organization reacting to environmental cues in physically realistic ways. In this paper, we consider such a property by including mechanosensitive (MS) channels as a component of our model protocells.
MS channels, found in most free-living Bacteria and Archaea, are small functional protein nano-machineries which embed in lipid bilayers and open a water-filled pore in response to tension in the membrane (Kung, 2005; Sacklin, 1995; Kung et al., 2010) . Modern day bacteria such as Escherichia coli are known to regulate their internal state with respect to a changing osmolarity environment by using various metabolic and transcriptional means, and the MS channels in their membranes are often cited as playing an "emergency release valve" role, quickly jettisoning solutes to avoid osmolysis when the environment rapidly dilutes (Booth and Blount, 2012) . However, MS channels are thought to have evolved at a very early stage in the development of bacteria (Kloda and Martinac, 2002) , and it is interesting to speculate what role osmotic force sensing devices in the membranes of protocells would have played in regulating their much simpler metabolisms in changing environments (Morris, 2002) .
To make a departure point in this direction, this study analyses a minimal scenario where a vesicle acting as a miniaturised reactor -metabolising substrate X absorbed from the environment, into waste W, which is later expelled -can extend its viability over a wider range of external substrate concentrations, by incorporation of MS channels into the membrane. Although near-molecular detail dynamics models of MS channels in bilayers indeed exist (Louhivuoria et al., 2010 , for example), our model is placed at the coarse grain level of chemical kinetics. This allows us to accommodate time scales of seconds as opposed to microseconds, and gives a coupled membrane-metabolism system amenable to some mathematical analysis. An overview of our modelling approach, where vesicles are modelled as a series of coupled reaction domains, has recently been given by Mavelli and Ruiz-Mirazo (2010) .
Bioreactor Kinetic Model
The bioreactor model (Figure 1 ) consists of a lipid vesicle floating in a reservoir. The reservoir is assumed so large that solute concentrations exterior to the vesicle are approximately constant. The internal aqueous pool of the vesicle is modelled as a well-stirred chemical domain, and a semipermeable lipid bilayer λ dm thick separates this domain from the reservoir. The surface areas (S µ ) of the waterfacing sides of the inner and outer bilayer leaflets are assumed to be equal (λ vesicle radius). The reservoir provides an inexhaustible source of substrate X at concentration [X] out molar.
When the vesicle has no MS channels in the membrane, or when the channels are not yet open (Figure 1a) , X diffuses passively (with diffusion constant D X ) into the vesicle following Fick's Law. Physical space does not have a fully fledged representation in our model, and so this diffusion is taken to happen only across the bilayer region separating the domains. The vesicle membrane is assumed to be made of oleic acid and in what follows, the permeabilities of solutes X and W are set to be comparable to the permeability that oleate vesicles exhibit to ribose (Sacerdote and Szostak, 2005) , which defines a realistic time scale in seconds.
Once inside the internal aqueous pool of the vesicle, X is enzymatically transformed (e.g. isomerized) into product W at rate k. To keep complexity to the minimum possible, the responsible enzyme E is not explicitly modelled, but is considered trapped inside the vesicle pool facilitating the X → W reaction, which by contrast does not take place in the external reservoir. The reverse rate of the reaction is considered negligible and disregarded.
After W is produced, it passively diffuses out of the vesicle, but with a different diffusion constant D W . The environment is a sink for W and so at all times [W ] out = 0. Together with the above assumptions, this guarantees that the mass flow through the reactor is always in one direction (left to right, Figure 1 ) or zero.
The bioreactor model is thus a two variable dynamical system characterised by the number of X and W species inside the vesicle aqueous pool. With some terms to be explained shortly, the state vector evolves from initial condition X 0 in , W 0 in according to the following coupled ODEs: very high permeability, water is assumed to flow across the membrane instantaneously and the vesicle volume is set at every moment such that the total concentration of molecular species inside the vesicle is equal to the total concentration Synthetic and Systems Biochemistry and Biological Control outside:
which gives the normalised volume of the vesicle at each instant as:
A fixed number of buffer molecules B are trapped inside the vesicle aqueous pool for stability purposes. These are non-reactive molecules which cannot permeate the lipid bilayer, and likewise they exist in the environment at constant concentration [B] out . In this work, we choose to set the number of B in the internal aqueous pool such that the vesicle is perfectly spherical when the outside substrate concentration [X] out = 0 and there are no solutes X or W inside the reactor. That is, B in is set such that the initial volume
The extent to which the vesicle is swelled, or deflated, is captured by a non-dimensional measure called the reduced surface:
defined as the ratio of the actual surface area of the vesicle, to the surface area corresponding to the volume of the internal aqueous pool when that volume is considered spherical in shape. When Φ > 1 the system is deflated with an undefined shape and has surplus surface area for the volume. When Φ = 1, the vesicle is perfectly spherical, and when Φ < 1, the vesicle is spherical but in a state of membrane tension because insufficient surface exists to perfectly wrap the volume. The reduced surface allows us to define the percentage membrane tension 0 ≤ T µ ≤ 1 as follows:
where the lipid membrane ruptures from excess osmotic pressure and the vesicle no longer exists if Φ < 1 − . This non-dimensional parameter (the burst tolerance) therefore establishes the stability boundary of the system. When sufficient, the membrane tension T µ activates any existing MS channels in the membrane (Figure 1b ), enhancing the passive diffusion rates of X and W through the membrane. Unlike normal passive diffusion through the bilayer, where diffusion rate is influenced by specific molecular properties of solutes, the channels open water-filled pores and so are assumed to augment the passive diffusion rates of X and W equally. The N c membrane channels are each modelled to open continuously at a percentage which is a linear function of membrane tension:
for T o < T m , where T o and T m are the percentages of membrane tension when the channels begin to open, and are maximally open, respectively. If T m is only marginally larger than T o , then the channels will snap open more or less instantaneously as T o is reached. When tension in the membrane exceeds T m , the channels are maximally extended and do not open further with increasing tension. In reality, MS channels don't open linearly, but rather open in a quantum manner through a series of mid-states. Furthermore, channels can 'flicker' back to these mid-states once opened (Sukharev et al., 2001) . Considering these facts, our measure σ(T µ ) can be interpreted as the average percent conductivity per channel in the membrane at tension T µ .
When the N c channels are fully open, the membrane diffusion constant for a solute, for example X, increases by Importantly, the MS channels are assumed not to permit the passage of buffer B or enzyme E into/out of the vesicle compartment. Finally, lipid flux to and from the lipid bilayer membrane is not explicitly modelled, but it is assumed that the bilayer exists in a solution where the outside lipid concentration is close to the CVC for oleic acid and thus the inside/outside vesicle surface area remains approximately stable over time at S µ . Thus, there is no possibility for membrane growth in this simplified model; the surface area is assumed not to increase under osmotic tension conditions. The parameters used in the model can be found in Table 1 below and in the figure captions.
Parameter
Value Unit
B in 63064 Table 1 : Model parameters. S µ is set to the external surface area of a 50nm radius sphere, the typical surface area of an extruded unilamellar oleic acid vesicle. D ribose is from (Mavelli and Ruiz-Mirazo, 2010) , derived from experimental data in (Sacerdote and Szostak, 2005) . Constants D c and N c are set such that when all MS channels are open, the membrane permeability to ribose increases 4-fold.
Steady State Analysis
It is instructive to analyse the steady state system behaviour in two parts. The first part applies when the vesicle has constant membrane permeability with respect to membrane tension, namely (a) when the reactor has no MS channels, (b) when the reactor has channels but insufficient membrane tension to open them (in both cases, σ(T µ ) = 0) and also (c) when the bioreactor has maximally open channels that are no longer responsive to changes in membrane tension (σ(T µ ) = 1). The second part completes the picture by finding the steady states when the MS channels are partially open (0 < σ(T µ ) < 1) and membrane permeability depends on membrane tension.
Reactor with constant membrane permeability
The bioreactor is defined as being in steady state when (i) the number X and W species inside are not changing (metabolic steady state), whilst at the same time (ii) osmotic equilibrium (3) exists. Given a fixed outside substrate concentration [X] out ≥ 0, our objective will be to solve the model for the steady state vesicle volume V * which ensures both (i) and (ii). Normalised volume V = N A V is useful to use, since it both represents the vesicle litre volume V and provides a convenient way to convert internal species numbers to molar concentrations (by dividing by V) and vice versa. Once V * is known, all other properties of the system at steady state can be derived.
Dealing with condition (i) first, for a bioreactor where σ(T µ ) = 0 (no channels, or insufficient tension to open existing channels), setting (1) and (2) to 0 yields the steady state concentrations of X and W inside the vesicle, given that the vesicle volume is V (a value which we are free to choose arbitrarily at this stage):
where constants α = kλ DXSµ and β = kλ DWSµ . When these internal concentrations are present, X is entering the vesicle at the same rate that it is being transformed to W , which in turn is equal to the rate that W is leaving the vesicle. For a bioreactor where σ(T µ ) = 1 (maximally open channels), the solutions are the same, but with constant α replaced by constant γ = kλ DXSµ+DcNc , constant β replaced by η = kλ DWSµ+DcNc , and the requirement that volume V is large enough to make a membrane tension T µ ≥ T m , i.e. sufficient to fully open the channels. Now, we further constrain V so that the osmotic equilibrium requirement (ii) is additionally satisfied. Substituting (8) and (9) into (3) gives:
which when re-arranged leads to a quadratic equation in V, the solution to which yields V * , given that the outside concentration is [X] out :
where coefficient
and the discriminant
13) which becomes negative when
Substituting V * into (8) and (9) reconstitutes the full state vector of the system at steady state, and substituting it into (5) gives the corresponding Φ * , used in the figures. The steady state behaviour of the bioreactor is dependent on the magnitude of the diffusion constants D X and D W with respect to each other (Figure 2 ). When X and W passively diffuse at equal rates (D X = D W ) the reactor will always be perfectly spherical at steady state, independent of the outside substrate concentration [X] out . This is because when α = β then (12) becomes independent of [X] out and (11) reduces to V * = B in /[B] out = V 0 for the parameters used. In this state Φ = 1, thus there is no membrane tension to activate MS channels.
Conversely, when D W > D X , the reactor actually shrinks in volume as [X] out is increased (Figure 2, inset) . Thus, whenever waste W is more permeable than substrate X, the membrane will never have tension at steady state.
The most interesting case is when D X > D W . Here, increasing [X] out swells the volume of the bioreactor, causing tension in the membrane. C out also exists (vertical red line), passed which the system has no viable steady states, and will burst. This point corresponds to the discriminant (13) becoming negative and complex roots for V * . This cannot happen in the D W > D X regime, because when β < α, equality (14) can never be true (the left hand side is always positive). Thus, when D X > D W the system also has the possibility for an intrinsic limit to the maximum outside substrate concentration, at which steady state is possible. This means that if [X] out is gradually increased from 0, the transition from zero membrane tension to maximum membrane tension and burst (when Φ < 1 − ) is not necessarily smooth: the reactor can become prematurely unstable if [X] C out is encountered along the way (illustrated by the red dot in Figure 2 ) before reaching the viability threshold, determined by = 0.5.
For an arbitrary set of reactor parameters {D X , k, D W }, the normalised reactor volume for which a catastrophic burst can be achieved, V C min , can be shown to have a lower limit. It is derived by setting the discriminant to 0 in (11), which makes V * = V C , and then taking the limit of the resulting expression as α tends to zero, which corresponds to diffusion constant D X tending to infinity, or reaction rate k tending to 0:
which can be written V C min = 2V 0 for our choice of parameters, corresponding to Φ = 0.63. We can guarantee that catastrophic burst cannot happen for membrane tensions less than this. Another interesting occurrence when D X > D W is the appearance of an unstable saddle point 1 (Figure 2, dotted line) . This is not always present, but happens when (12) changes sign with increasing [X] out , to become negative after an initially positive value at [X] out = 0. Re-arranging (12), we see that an additional unstable saddle point accompanying the existing stable node appears when: 
Reactor with MS channels
The full bioreactor model with MS channels in the membrane is actually a hybrid dynamical system. When the channels are closed, or maximally open, the system behaves as a reactor with constant membrane permeability as discussed above. In the tension region T o < T µ < T m where the channels are opening in response to membrane tension (and thus membrane permeability is dependent on membrane tension), the evolution equations of the system change in the sense that function σ(T µ ) is now not constant. This makes the calculation of metabolic steady state (i) in this region more cumbersome:
(18) where constants k 1 , . . . , k 4 are defined in the Appendix. Function σ(T µ ) contains the non-linear term Φ (5) from which V cannot easily be isolated, and therefore the above result entails making a linear approximation of Φ in terms of V, also detailed in the Appendix.
When equations (17) and (18) are substituted into water balance equation (3) to find V * at which osmotic equilibrium (ii) is also present, a quartic equation in V results (as opposed to a quadratic, before). This quartic equation is not stated, but the important point is that it has one viable solution which connects the steady state solutions for σ(T µ ) = 0 to the solutions for σ(T µ ) = 1 over the tension region T o < T µ < T m , as illustrated in Figure 3 , between the horizontal dotted lines. After tension T m is exceeded, the system has again a fixed membrane permeability, and continuing to further increase [X] out causes the catastrophic limit [X] C out to be passed (Figure 3, red vertical line) , where the steady state of the system disappears. Figure 4 shows what actually happens to the dynamics of the three flows through the reactor, once [X] C out is passed. If the channels of the reactor remain closed until a higher membrane tension, closer to the critical limit of Φ = 1− = 0.5, then for the parameters used, the reactor suffers a negative discriminant (13) before the channels become active. This interesting situation is shown in Figure 5 and results in a small window of [X] out values for which the reactor has two stable states. One stable state involves the channels being closed and the reactor remaining in a 'low throughput' mode. The other involves the channels being slightly open and the reactor in a 'high throughput' mode. It can also be seen that the reactor will exhibit hysteresis in switching between the two steady states as [X] out is increased and decreased across this region.
To conclude the study, Figure 6 compares the viability region of a bioreactor with no channels to a bioreactor with MS channels, when [X] out = 1.0M, for a large parameter space of diffusion constants D X , D W and reaction rates k. Here, 'viability' means the capacity to hold a far from equilibrium steady state at the imposed external substrate concentration. It can be seen that inclusion of MS channels improves the viability range of the bioreactor for intermediate values of reaction rate k (middle left and middle right plots). Nevertheless, when k is high and the internal reaction fast (top left plot), the viability region D X > D W is very small indeed and the presence of channels (orange region) does not extend this much, meaning that the viability is similarly limited. Conversely, when k is low (bottom right plot), then MS channels are generally not required to maintain a steady state for the range of {D X , D W } combinations. Thus again, the two reactors have equal viability.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we aimed to model the simplest protocellular scenario where the action of MS channels could be explored. We found that our minimal system can exhibit at least two C out = 3.1569M. In both cases, red lines are the rate at which X enters the vesicle, green lines the rate that X transforms into W and blue lines the rate at which W leaves the vesicle. In (b) all three rates manage to become equilibrated in contrast to (a) where a small difference persists between them, leading to the accumulation of X and W inside the vesicle and eventual osmotic rupture. The stochastic simulation was performed with the Gillespie algorithm. interesting behaviours which were not obvious from the outset. The first is that the reactor can suddenly burst when the external substrate concentration reaches a critical concentration, even though it may be far from maximum membrane tension at that point. Secondly, we found that under some parameter regimes, the bioreactor with channels can have two viable steady states for the same external substrate concentration. In this scenario, perturbations applied inside the reactor could flip it like a toggle switch between a low throughput mode and a higher throughput mode. Importantly, we observe that the bioreactor demonstrates the above behaviours only when substrate X is more permeable than product W , otherwise the reactor will remain spherical or shrink with increasing external substrate concentration 2 . Our general hypothesis that MS channels would improve the stability region of the reactor was confirmed, but only partially. We found that high or low values of the reaction rate constant k bring about the same viability region, whether or not the reactor included channels. Only for intermediate values of k did having channels significantly widen the range of external substrate concentrations the reactor could handle.
We believe that our results might be of relevance to future work involving this type of membrane organization,
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perhaps within the context of simple vesicles (such as liposomes) carrying transmembrane properties with MS properties. Owing to their simple but non-linear responses, MS open new avenues within the study of synthetic biological systems (Cheng and Lu, 2012; Maharbiz, 2012) . Since MS channels can help to modulate the protocell response to signals, allowing them to achieve more complex behaviors (such as alternative steady states), and MS can also be modulated, for example, by means of light activation (Folgering et al., 2004) , we conjecture that MS channels can play a role in implementing computational features in simple models or liposome computation (Smaldon et al., 2010) .
Appendix
In general, a linear approximation of Φ (5) is not possible. However, for the small range of V values that the channels are active, this approximation is reasonable. We can write Φ = mV + c where
Constant Φ o is obtained by inverting (6) and setting T µ = T o . In turn, constant V o is obtained by inverting (5) and setting Φ = Φ o . Constants Φ m and V m are calculated in similar ways.
The constants used in (17) and (18) are:
